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Theory of light scattering in cholesteric blue phases
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A comprehensive analysis of elastic light scattering in cholesteric liquid-crystal systems,
based upon the Mueller matrix approach, is given. Emphasis is placed upon analyzing the
polarization state of the scattered light for arbitrarily polarized incident radiation. The
theory is applied to the ordered cholesteric blue phases BPI and BPII, which exhibit long-
range orientational ordering. Both the polycrystalline and single-crystal cases are con-
sidered and the role played by optical activity is studied. It is shown how light-scattering
studies yield information on the structural properties of the ordered phases. The quasielas-
tic light scattering due to excitations in the disordered phase is also analyzed in the harmon-
ic approximation. It is shown that this scattering cannot explain the strong anornolous
scattering observed in the amorphous BPIII phase.

I. INTRODUCTION

The blue phases (BP) which appear in a narrow
temperature range in many cholesteric liquid crys-
tals just below their clearing point are currently be-
ing intensively investigated experimentally' ' and
theoretically. ' ' Two of these phases, which have
been named BPI and BPII, exhibit sharp Bragg
peaks in the optical region of the
spectrum. ' ' ' ' " These peaks can be indexed on
cubic unit cells and this, together with other
evidence, '~7'b""" has resulted in general accep-
tance of cubic structures for BPI and BPII. Howev-
er, since the limited number of Bragg peaks ob-
served to date can be indexed on either body-
centered (bcc) or simple cubic (sc) unit cells, definite
space group assignments have not as yet been possi-
ble. (Morphological studies ' ""' indicate that
BPI and BPII are most probably bcc and sc, respec-
tively. ) Moreover, after this basic point is resolved
one would like to go further and assign these cubic
phases to specific space groups.

In an earlier paper, ' 'd' we pointed out that the
fact that BP Bragg scattering occurs in the optical
rather than the x-ray regime provides additional
means for resolving the above questions. The reason
for this is the following: at x-ray wavelengths, the
high energy of the incident radiation results in pure
scalar scattering, i.e., the interaction is essentially
one in which the incident beam is scattered by free
electrons. At optical wavelengths, however, the
much lower energy of the incident radiation results
in scattering, in addition, by all components of the
tensor order parameter. In other words, the BP

structure factor, which determines the selection
rules for the Bragg scattering or arbitrarily polarized
light, now has a tensor rather than scalar character.

Recently, a detailed presentation of the Landau
theory of cholesteric systems and the blue phases
was given. ' '"' Using this theoretical framework, we
here present a comprehensive analysis of elastic light
scattering in cholesterics. We consider the general
case in which the incident beam has arbitrary polari-
zation properties and show how a study of the scat-
tered light can yield information on the structural
properties of the liquid crystal. Both the ordered
BP and the disordered (isotropic) phases are dis-
cussed. Our analysis utilizes the Mueller matrix for-
malism, which is particularly suitable in the
present case from both the theoretical and experi-
mental points of view.

In Sec. II, we first present those aspects of the
Landau theory directly relevant to the study of light
scattering in cholesterics. We then introduce the
Mueller matrix formalism and calculate the matrix
characterizing Bragg scattering by an ordered po-
lycrystalline specimen. The resulting expression is
compared with experimental results. ~'b' 'd' Next,
we discuss the role of optical activity and calculate
the Mueller matrix appropriate to this case. Again,
companson with reposed experimental data'(" is
made. We conclude this section by analyzing the
case of Bragg scattering by a single-crystal speci-
men. This approach could be useful for detecting
relatively weak components of the BP order parame-
ter. The reason for this is that such components
enter into the Mueller matrix linearly in the single-
crystal case, but only quadratically in the polycrys-
talline case.
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In Sec. III, we analyze quasielastic scattering in
the isotropic phase, again using the Mueller matrix
formalism. We restrict ourselves to the harmonic
approximation, in which only fluctuations quadratic
in the order parameter and its spatial derivatives are
considered. The results are compared with those
found experimentally in amorphous BPIII, the
"gray" or "fog" phase observed in some liquid crys-
tals in a very narrow temperature interval (-0.1 K)
between the isotropic and cubic phases. Finally, in
Sec. IV, we summarize our results and indicate some
promising lines for further study.

II. THE MUELLER MATRIX FORMALISM:
SCATTERING IN THE GRDEREI3 PHASE

A. General considerations

In cholesteric liquid crystals, typical molecular di-
mensions are of the order of 10 A while optical

wavelengths are of the order of 10 A. Thus, at op-
tical wavelengths, continuum models of elastic
scattering are excellent approximations and this
framework will be used by us here. In a continuum
theory, the elastic scattering of light is, in general, a
consequence of spatial variations in the dielectric
tensor, e,z(r;co). Assuming that we are interested in
frequencies co which are far away from any absorp-
tion bands, only the real part of the dielectric tensor
is of interest and we henceforth regard e;J as real. In
this case, e,j is symmetric and can, in principle, be
regarded as a linear combination of six basis tensors.
Since we are interested in structural periodic ordered
phases, it will be convenient to expand e,z(r;ro) in
Fourier components. We first separate the isotropic
and anisotropic parts of e,j by writing

e;~(r):—e;;+ —, Tr(e )5;J =e;J+e5;i . (1)

The anisotropic part e;J is generally taken as the or-
der parameter. ' In Fourier components

ej(r)= g K '~ e; J(o)e xp[i q(hx +ky+lz)]+ g X '~ e(o)5jexp[iq(hx+ky+lz)],
h, k, l h, k, l

where o=h +k +1 and X is the multiplicity of (hkl). In general %=3!2 /n&!, where no (n, ) is the
number of vanishing (equal)

~

h ~, ~

k ~, ~
l ~. The wave vector q, which is related to the unit cell size, is deter-

mined by minimizing the system's free energy. ' " ' """' '"' For each (hkl) [including (000)], we have
2

e(o)= g e (o)e M (hkl)

0 0 0

0

I i 0
@pe i —1 0

1 iq,
2

0 —1

0 i, +e 2e
ig

—i 0
0

0 0 I —1 0 0
+~le 0 0 ' ++2/3eoe 0 —1 0

1 i 0 0 0 2

i 0 0 0 0

with e (rr) &0 and g (hkl) = —P (hk l). The
basis matrices M are defined such that (hkl) is
along the polar axis of a local coordinate system,
which is defined uniquely for each (hkl). Note that
certain of the e (cr ) will necessarily vanish for
specific space groups' ' " '"' and that the phases

(hkl) are determined uniquely (modulo n) by the
space-group symmetry. ' '"' The nonvanishing am-
plitudes e (o.) can all be deterirxined, in principle,
from a minimization of the Landau free-energy
functional. ' This has been done, however, only in a
limited number of cases &3~~~ —&3~~~ &3~e~ &3~h~ &4 &7~b~

B. Bragg scattering in polycrystals

A systemic description of the scattering of arbi-
trarily polarized radiation by a linear medium is

provided by the Mueller matrix formalism. In this
approach, we describe the properties of the input
and output beams in terms of 4 X 1 column matrices
known as Stokes vectors or parameters. The con-
nection between these vectors can then be expressed
as a linear transformation whose 16 coefficients
form the 4&&4 Mueller matrix. The usefulness of
this particular approach follows from the principle
of optical equivalence, which states that it is impos-
sible to distinguish between incoherent sums of sim-
ple waves which form beams having identical Stokes
vectors by the use of optical instrumentation. Thus,
in practice, the Stokes vector, which characterizes
the intensity and state of polarization of a beam of
light, contains all quantities of physical interest.
The effect of a linearly scattering medium is to
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change the Stokes vector and this change is
described by the appropriate Mueller matrix. Note
that since the scattering process in liquid crystals
can result in partial depolarization of the incident
beam, the Jones or coherency matrix approach is not
adequate.

We are here primarily interested in calculating the
Mueller matrix describing the Bragg scattering of
light at a wave vector Q =qVcr for the case of a
liquid crystal composed of randomly orientated or-
dered crystallities. Our notation is summarized
schematically in Fig. 1. Here k and k~ are
the wave vectors of the incoming and outgoing light
beams, respectively, and Q=k& —k is the scatter-
ing wave vector. For elastic scattering

i
k

i

=
i kp i

=ko and the scattering half-angle 8 is
given by

sin8=Q/2ko .

With each of the wave vectors in Fig. 1(a) we associ-
ate a local right-handed coordinate system, having
its z axis along the wave vector and its x axis in the
scattering plane as shown in Fig. 1(b). The incom-
ing beam can be regarded as a linear combination of
plane waves, each having a transverse electric field
vector of the form

FIG. l. (a) Schematic view of the scattering plane,
showing the wave vectors characterizing the incident (k )

and scattered (k~) light beams and the scattering wave
vector Q. (b) The local coordinate systems associated,
respectively, with each of the three wave vectors.

=E exp[i(koz —cot+5 )]+c.c. ,

with

E~=E~I l~+E~22~ . (5b)

E = —E Isin81&+E 22~+E Icos83&, (6)

with n& the relevant unit vectors.
For each incoming plane wave, there will be a

Here c.c. denotes the associated complex conjugate
and the n are unit vectors defining the incoming-
beam local coordinate system. The phases 5 are, in
general, independent and uncorrelated. Transform-
ing to the frame of the scattering wave vector, (5b)
becomes

Bragg-scattered wave whose electric field will be
proportional, in first-order Born approximation (i.e.,
neglecting multiple scattering contributions) to the
product of the +Q Fourier components of E,J ( r ) and
the incoming electric field. Each scattered wave
thus has the form

8'p ——Epexp[i(kozp —rot+5 )] .

Using (2), (3), and (6), the electric-field-vector am-
plitude E~ scattered from a single incoming plane
wave in a particular crystallite whose local x axis is
at an angle P~ to 1~ (by construction, the z axes
coincide) becomes in the n(2 coordinate frame

EPI

Epe

Ep3

26+ e2a2 —E'Dao+ E 2a

I(e2a2 —e 2a 2)

E)A' )
—6 )CX

I (E2a2 —E' 2a 2) E)CX ) —E )A

2e —e2a2 —eo D
—e 2a 2 I(EIal+e Ia I)

I'(eIaI+ e Ia I) 2(e+ eoao)

—E«sin8

E Icos8

with

i (g+ +mp )
a+ ——e —,m =1,2

ao =+2/3e

The proportionality factor g in 8(a) will be discussed

I

later in this section.
We now express Ep in the outgoing coordinate

frame, defined by the unit vectors n p. We have

EII=EW '~+E~2~++P3 3~ (»)
and the transverse (to kp) amplitudes are given by
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1

p] =
2 g I [ ~Ecz —(Eza'2+E' za 2)$ +Epa'p( c +. 1 )]E ] +i [(ezaz —6 za 2)$ + (e]a]+6 ]a ] )c]Eaz I

(9b)
Eiiz =

2 g I i [(&zaz —e' Za Z)$ —(E' ]a]+6 ]a ] )C]E ] + (2E E—'zaz —&pap —& 2E 2)EaZ }

X( P] P]&~

X(E~]Ek &y

( )4]— g(E4 E )

X(E~Ek&~

(10a)

We have simplified our notation by setting c =cos8,
s =sin8, cz ——cos(28), and $2 ——sin(28).

Rather than calculating the Stokes vectors direct-
ly, it is convenient to first consider the correspond-
ing Jones or coherency matrices. For the outgoing
beam, we also sum over all the randomly oriented
crystallites, obtaining the polycrystalline Jones ma-
trix

S =AJ, (Sp) 4]
——A (Jp) p

where A is a 4 && 4 matrix whose elments are

A ]]——A ]4 ——A 2] ———A 24 ——A 32 —A 23 —lA42

iA4—3 ——1,
A ]2 —A ]3 —Azz —A 23 —A3] —A 34 —A4]

=A44 ——0 .

(12a)

(12b)

Thus, e.g. , the Stokes vector for the incoming beam
is

I

lated to the corresponding Jones matrices by the
linear transformation

where by g we understand a sum over all the plane
waves composing the output beam and the angular
brackets with subscript P denote an integral over all
azimuthal orientations P. (Jp)~ is linearly related
to the Jones matrix J of the incoming beam, which
is, of course, given by

s.i 1

S 2s-= sa3

Sa4

g(E,E*,+E,E*,)

g(E ]E*] E2E*2—)
g«]E*z+E*]E2)

1 y(Ea]Ea2 Ea]Ea2 )

QEa]Ea ]

QEa]Eaz

a2 a2

(10b)

(J&)&
„' g'rz——— (1 la)

We write the linear relationship between (J~)~ and
J in the forixi

Before completing the derivation of the Mueller
matrix for Bragg scattering, we digress to give a
brief physical interpretation of the parameters S„
(n =1, . . . , 4) composing the Stokes (column) vec-
tor. In all cases, S, is simply proportional to the to-
tal intensity of the beam. The other parameters,
however, depend upon other beam properties. Con-
sider, for example, a single monochromatic plane
wave. In this case, only three of the S„are indepen-
dent, since

where the elements of the 4&&4 Her]nitian matrix T
are, from (9b) and (10),

S]=S,'+S', +S4 . (14a)

T» ——
I
2ecz+ @pap(c + 1)

I
+(ez+ e z)s

2 2 3T]2 ———Tz] ———T]3——T3] —l (62—6 2)S

T]4 = T41 = ( Ez+ 6 2)$ + ( E1+E1)C''2 2 2 2 2 2

Tzz ——T33 =[2ecz+ Epap(c + 1)](2e—@pap )

+ ( E2+E2)s''
z3 = 3z = (~a+~ —z)$ +(~—]+~ l)c—

(1 lb)

2 2
T24 ———T42 ———T34 —T43 ——l (E2—6 2)$'
T~=

I
2~ —~~p I

+(~2+~-2) .

The Stokes (column) vectors S and (S~ )~ for the
incoming and outgoing beams, respectively, are re-

S])Sz+S3+S4, (14b)

with the equality holding only for the pure mono-
chromatic case.

Experimentally, S, can be measured by taking the

If the wave is linearly polarized, S4 ——0 and arctan
(S3/Sz) is the angle between the wave's E field and
the x axis. If the wave is right (+ ) or left ( —) cir-
cularly polarized, then Sz ——S3 ——0 and S4 ——+S].

For the case of unpolarized (e.g., natural) light,
the Stokes (column) vector has the form [S],0,0,0].
More generally, when the beam is a quasimono-
chromatic plane wave composed of independent po-
larized and unpolarized portions, (14a) must be re-
placed by the general relation
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sum of the intensities transmitted by two ideal linear
polarizers, aligned with the x and y axes, respective-
ly. S2 is then simply the difference between these
two quantities. If the above experiment is repeated,
but with the polarizers now aligned along +m/4, the
difference in the measured intensities will be S3. Fi-
nally, if the linear polarizers are replaced by circular
ones, S4 will be the difference between intensities
passed by the right- and left-handed polarizers.

We now return to our derivation of the Mueller
matrix P~ for elastic Bragg scattering by a polycrys-
talline specimen. It is defined implicitly by the rela-
tion

(S&)&=P S

Using (1 la) and (12a), we have, from (15),

(15)

1

8=P~/8 g (17a)

we obtain, from (1 lb), (12b), and (16),

Since (16) is a unitary transfoiiriation, it follows that

P~ is also Heiiriitian. Introducing the reduced ma-
trix

P» ——~2ec2+eoao(c +1)
~

+12'—~paol +(@2+A 2)(s +1) +2(e1+e 1)c

P12=P21= ( 2ec2+epao(c +1)
~

—
I

2& &pao
I

—(ez+e —2)(1

@13 P31 P23 P32

p14 ——p41 ———2(ez —E' 2)s(s +1),
P22

——
~

2ec2+epa(c +1)
I +

I
2e &pao

I
+(ex+&—2)c 2(e1+e—1)c'

2
p24 p42 2(e2 e—2) c

f33—2 ReI [2ec2 +Epao(C '+ 1 )](2Eepap )
'
j—+2(e1 +6 1 )C

p34 — p43=2i Im I [2Ec2 +soap(c + 1 )](2e—soap ) j

p44 ——2ReI [2ec2+epap(c +1)](2e—@pap) j+4(ez+e 2)s —2(e1+e 1)c

(17b)

Experimentally, it is convenient to consider a
modified version of (15) in which the relationship is
between the differential scattered intensity matrix @
(in units of energy per unit time per unit halo
length) and the input beam flux I (in units of energy
per unit area per unit time). Since these quantities
are proportional to (Sp)~ and S, respectively, we
can absorb the associated proportionality factors
into g and rewrite (15) as

, g PI. —

To determine g for scattering by a polycrystalline
specimen, we consider the case of pure scalar
scattering by density variations. In this case, only
@&0in (17b), and we have

1 —2 1 —2-2 2C'1= —,g P11I1=—,g & I1(1+c2) .

This relation can also be derived directly from
standard results for Debye-Scherrer scattering by a
polycrystalline specimen and the coefficient g deter-
mined by comparison. The relevant equations are

dP/dl =@1 I1NYV/Sn. r——s,

Y= —,k p ~

F
~

(e /mc ) (1+c2)/s2,

F(hkl)= g fjexp[ iq(hxj+k—yj. +lzj)] .

The notation in (20) is as follows: dP is the energy
per unit time scattered into a halo segment of length
dl =rdp; N is the number of diffracting planes
scattering into the angle between 28 and 2(8+d8).
Here N =N, the multiplicity factor; r is the distance
from the specimen to the plane of the halo (the ob-
servation plane) —thus 1=2nrs2 is the halo . length;
V is the specimen volume; p is the density (number
per unit volume) of crystallographic unit cells; A, is
the wavelength (in the material) of the incom-
ing beam —it is related to the scattering wave vector

Q and scattering half-angle 8 by Brag g's law,

Q =4m.s/A, ; e, m, and c are the electronic charge and
mass, and the speed of light, respectively; F the
structure factor, is the Fourier sum over a unit cell
of the scattering amplitudes fj of the individual
atomic scatterers located at positions (xj,yj,zj )

within the cell.
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For scalar scattering at high frequencies, the
atomic dielectric polarization

(m——N e V/32m As c)I&( 1 +cz ) .

Comparing ( 19) and (23), we find

(23)

(e, );J =e,5;i

is related to the scattering amplitude f by

e, = (4tre

Imago

)f (21)

VN ' ~ze(o ) = ( n zA I'ir )(e Imc )(F/p V), (22)

where p V is just the total number of crystallographic
unit cells. The differential scattered intensity
parameter @

&
is thus given by

Taking a Fourier sum over a unit cell and using
to =2irc /n A, where n is the index of refraction, (2 1 )

becomes

g =mN V/16m As c . (24)

Equations ( 17b), ( 1 8), and (24) comprise the central
results of our analysis in this section.

We now consider several particular cases of the
Mueller matrix for Bragg scattering by a polycrys-
talline specimen. In general, density variations will
be negligible compared with those due to periodic
variations of the order parameter e,j ( r ). We there-
fore set e =0 in ( 17b). It follows that p34 —p43 —0.

(a) Backsca tteri ng configurations; 0=m /2 He.re
we are necessarily interested in the total scattered in-
tensity matrix @z 4m.rcs——@. The reduced matrix L4

takes the form

co+4(ez+e z) 0 —4(ez —e z)
2 2

(P )8= qz
——

—4(ez —e z)
2 2

4 20 ——,eo

0 0

0
4 2
3

E'O

(25)

Note that m = + 1 elements of e(o ) are unobservable in this configuration.
(b) 8& /i2r. In the usual cholesteric phase there is only one Bragg peak, associated with either ez or e z, de-

pending upon whether the helix is left- or right-handed. From the Landau theory of blue phases' '"' it follows
that here also a single amplitude, again either ez ol' E' z, will be the dominant contribution to each Bragg peak
(except, of course, where this amplitude vanishes by symmetry, ' ' " '"' in which case the corresponding Bragg
peak is expected to be weak) ~ When only this dominant contribution is considered, the reduced matrix has the
0rm

L=E+2

(s'+ 1 )'
—( 1 —s )

0
+2s(s +1)

—( 1 —s )
4

0
+2sc

0 +2s(s +1)
0 +2sc

0 0

0 4s

(26a)

In particular, for 0=n. /4, which has been recently studied by Flack et al. , ' ' (26a) becomes

9
(L4)g ~y4= 4 e+z

1

3

1

3
0 +2v 2/3

0 +3/Z/9

8

9

0 0 0

+2& 2/3 +v 2/9 0

(26b)

For comparison with the experimental results, it is necessary to modify (26b) since Flack et al. ' ' used a coor-
dinate frame in which x rather than y was taken to be perpendicular to the scattering plane. For this frame the
modified matrix L4 can be obtained from ( 17b) by reversing the algebraic signs of elements P,J having (i +j)
odd (piz pi4 pzi pz3 p3z p34 p4i p43). In particular, (26b) becomes
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9
L )e=my4= e+2 0

+23/2/3

1

3

1

9

0 0
+3/2/9 0

0 +2v 2/3

0 +V 2/9
(26c)

The normalized matrix in (26c) with @2~0 is in suprisingly good agreement with the experimental results, the
main discrepancy arising from the observation of small, but nonvanishing contributions to the elements

p '3 p31 This point will be explored further in Sec. II C, where the role of optical activity is analyzed.
(c) 8'eak contributions (e1). An efficient way of distinguishing among alternate space group assignments for

Bp would be to detect, in addition to the dominant ez or e z contribution to a particular reflection, the pres-
ence of other components of e(o.). When, for example, ez is the lowest-lying state, one would like to determine
whether the next-lowest-lying state, e1, is occupied or not. Let us therefore consider p for the case in which
only e'2 and e»0. We obtain

ez(s + 1) +2e1c —ez(1 —s ) 0
—ez(1 —s ) Ezc —2E1C 02 4 2 4 2 2

0 0 2E')C

—2ezs(s +1)
2E2$C

(27)

—2ezs(s +1) 26'psc 4&2S —26)C2 2 2 2

From (27), we see that in order to detect the pres-
ence of an e1 component, the best approach is to
make 8 as small as experimentally possible (this will
be fixed in most cases by the shortest obtainable
wavelength of the light source) and to measure p33.
For example, at 8=m. /6, we have, from (27),

24 2 2 2 2
P33~P'l l —25 (~1/ez) ~1 && ez ~ (28)

With a system capable of measuring matrix element
ratios of 1—4%, (28) indicates that e1/ez ratios of
0.1—0.2 would be detectable. This might be suffi-
cient to distinguish between, on the one hand, the
bcc space groups T (I23) and T (I213) and, on the
other hand, bcc 0 (I4132) and sc 0 (P4z32) and

I

I

T' (P23) (see Table I). For the former, an e1 com-
ponent is allowed in the primary Bragg reflection
while in the latter it is forbidden. Of course, the
nondetection of e1 can never be conclusive, since its
magnitude could be nonzero but nevertheless below
the sensitivity of the detection system.

(d) 8'eak contributions (ep). In order to distin-
guish between the two most commonly proposed
structures, '3'"' bcc Os and sc 0, a search for an e1
contribution to the scattered Stokes vector will not
be useful since, by symmetry, e1 ——0 for both the
first and second Bragg reflections in either of these
structures, as noted in Table I. It becomes neces-
sary, therefore, to search for an e'p component in
e;J(o). For the case in which only Ez Ep&0, p be-
comes

3 op[(c +1) +1]+ez(s +1) —,ep[(c +1)2—1]

—,eo[(c +1) —1] —,op[(c +1) +1)+ezc
—,ep(c +1)

—2ezs(s +1)
2E'psc

2Ezs(s +1)—2E'2$C —,ep(c +1)+4ezsz
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As in the previous case, it is again desirable to make
8 as small as possible and to attempt to detect @33.
For 8=~/6, for example, we have

112
833/Pll 75 (e0/e2) e0 «e2 (30)

With an experimental detection ratio sensitivity of
1—4%, e0/e2 ratios of 0.08—0.16 would be detect-
able. Finding e0&0 for the primary reflection
would rule out an 0 structure while a positive re-
sult for the second Bragg peak would rule out 0 .

(e) Transmission R. ather than measuring scat-
tered Bragg intensities, it is possible to study the
nonscattered or transmitted intensity as a function
of the wavelength A, of the incident beam. Experi-
ments of this type have been carried out by
Meiboom and Sammon. In this configuration,
there is a series of steps (reductions) in the transmit-
ted intensity with decreasing A, , with each step
occurring when the Bragg condition for backscatter-
ing at a given (hkl) is satisfied. From (17), (18), and
(24), we find that the tensor b, &PT associated with
each step is given by

I.O =———

CO

~08—
C)
UJ

~ 06—
CQ

I SOTROPIC PHASE

/I

I BLUE PHASE

MEASURED [REF. 2(b)L
CALCULATED

I

400
I

500
I

600
WAVELENGTH (nm)

FIG. 2. Comparison of the transmitted intensity calcu-
lated theoretically using Eq. (33) with the experimental re-
sults of Meiboom and Sammon, Ref. 2(b). The steps (but
not the relative positions) at each of the three Bragg re-
flections were fitted to the reported data.

b@T(o ) =4mrcs(N)e &2

where

=(m. N V/32n A, )(IC)e &2I, (31)

Pii+P&4

pi& —pi4

(A, i/A, ) —1

(A, )/A, ) +1
1&i,i/A, &v 2 . (34)

A, =4m/Q =4m/qcr'~

When total intensity is being measured, we have

[4@T(o.)](——(n. N2V/8n A, )

X [(e2+e—2)+ e0]I~ (32a)

or, when only the dominant e2 contribution is con-
sidered,

[5@T(cr)]~——(n N V/8n A. )e2I, . (32b)

[@T(~)]i=4 g [~@T(o')]i
O'&0.

(33)

when only e2(o')&0. [If e2(cr')=0 for particular
values of cr' (see Table I), these cr' values do not con-
tribute to the sum in (33).] A comparison between
(33) and the experimental results of Meiboom and
Sammon ' ' is shown in Fig. 2.

Another experimentally accessible quantity is the
ratio of right-hand (rh) to left-hand (lh) polarized
scattered light. For example, between the first and
second Bragg reflections this ratio is given by

In the region A, &A, , but before the following Bragg
reflection threshold is reached, the total scattered in-
tensity in the presence of the cr'&o. Bragg reflec-
tions becomes

'2

C. The effect of optical activity

1 -2- 1 -2e=p, l= —,g p,I= —,g p~pp I, (35)

In Sec. IIB we derived, using the Mueller matrix
approach, the matrix describing the elastic Bragg
scattering of an ordered polycrystalline cholesteric
liquid-crystal system in the weak scattering limit.
This was done by calculating the linear relation be-
tween the Stokes vectors characterizing the light
beam before and after the scattering event. In an ac-
tual experiment, however, the light beam will in gen-
eral pass through a length l of the sample before
the scattering event and, similarly, a length l~ fol-
lowing it. Since the blue phases exhibit significant
optical activity, it is clear that the Stokes vector of
the incoming light beam will be modified before the
Bragg reflection takes place while the measured out-
going beam Stokes vector will differ from that exist-
ing immediately following the reflection. In this
section we calculate the appropriate Mueller matrix
to describe this process. This is essentially
equivalent to taking into account the effect of weak
multiple reflections.

We begin by noting that in the Mueller matrix
formalism the modified matrix p, is defined as in
(18) by
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where Li,p~ are the matrices describing the effect of
optical activity before and after the scattering event,
respectively. Specifically, both these matrices, for
given l~, l~, have the form

alld

c; =cos(251;),

s; = sin( 251;),

where

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

and 5 is the optical activity coefficient (in radians
per unit length). This quantity has been recently
calculated for the BP.' Since in most experimental
configurations 1 =/~, we restrict ourselves to this
case. From (17) (with @=0), (35), and (36), we ob-
tain

P 12'P11 914P 12C

P22C —P 33$P 12C (11422+@33)SC 1M24C

O'12' (P2 +293 )3sc —P22$ +P33c —P24

914 P 24C

Here we have dropped the index i in (36) and the bar denotes the average value of the quantity. From (37) and
noting that 1 =1~ takes on with equal weight all values between zero and a maximum lp proportional to the
specimen thickness and the scattering angle, we have

(Pt )13/(Pt )12 (Pt )43/(P t )42

=tan(25lp),

2(pt )23/[(pt )22+(pt )33]=»~/(c' —s')

=tan(251p) .

(38)

Thus these ratios allow us to determine the optical activity contribution to pt. Note that (37) gives, for
5lp «1, 0 (lp) corrections to the scattering cross section.

We now consider the effect of optical activity in the experimental configurations discussed in Sec. II B.
(a) Backscattering configuration: 8=m/2. Using (25), we obtain

(1Mt)e= r2=

—,~P'+4(~2+ ~2)

0

—4(E2—e 2)
2 2

—,ep(c +s )

0

0

——,ep(c +s )
4 2 2 2

—4(e2 —E 2)
2 2

0
4 2—
3 6P

(39)

In this configuration, we see that optical activity has essentially no effect on the observed Stokes vector.
(b) 8=m/4 scattering configuration. For a O=Ir/4 scattering configuration and a p matrix in which only

F2&0, (37) becomes [in the coordinate frame of Flack et al. , ' ' defined earlier and used in (26c)]

s/3c/3
c /9c/3

1 t H=tr/4 4 e2
S/

sc/9 cv 2/9

3 —sc/9 —s /9 —sv 2/9
2v 2/3 cv 2/9 sv 2/9

(40)

Whenever 2Mp «1 (i.e., weak optical activity or
thin sample), we see from (37) and (40) that the
main consequence of optical activity [for p12 and

(p22+p33)&0)] is the nonvanishing of the matrix
elements (p, )13, (p, )23, and (et)43 [and their tran-
sposes, which are given by (P, )3' — (Pt) 3 i&3].
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These elements are all proportional to s=510. In-
terestingly, (p, )33 which is proportional to $1

when f33—0, is essentially unaffected by the optical
activity in this limit.

The normalized matrix in (40), with s=—,, c=1, is
in excellent agreement with the measured Mueller
matrix ' ' characterizing the first and second Bragg
reflections for both BPI and BPII. In this particular
experiment, contributions from components of e(o)
other than ez are clearly either small or nonexistent
(less than 4%, according to Flack et tzl. ' '). Thus
scattering experiments of the type described here
whose goal is to detect such contributions require
sensitive measuring techniques. However, since our
analysis shows that optical activity results essential-
ly in contributions to Mueller matrix elements
which would otherwise vanish, it does not make the
experimental task of detecting these small contribu-
tions more difficult than it would be otherwise.

D. Bragg scattering by single crystals

In Sec. II B we derived the Mueller matrix charac-
terizing Bragg scattering by a polycrystalline period-
ically ordered liquid crystal specimen. As discussed
earlier, one would like to use these results to distin-
guish between different periodically ordered struc-
tures and this, in general, requires detection of e,
and ep components of the order parameter amplitude
tensor e(o) associated with a particular Bragg peak.
These components are expected to be weak relative
to the dominant Ez (we assume, for definiteness, a
left-handed cholesteric spiral structure) component
and, for a polycrystalline specimen, enter quadrati-
cally into the Mueller matrix. Thus detection of
these components presents difficulties.

One possible way of circumventing this would be
to study Bragg scattering by a single crystal, rather
than by a polycrystalline specimen. This, of course,
requires that such specimens be available. The re-
cent results of Onusseit and Stegemeyer" and
Marcus ' ' indicate, however, that such specimens
can definitely be grown in BPII and possibly also in
BPI. Thus single-crystal light-scattering studies
could be a promising approach. In this section we
shall derive the Mueller matrix characterizing such
scattering. We again assume that the scattering is
weak, ignoring extinctions and similar difficulties.
It must be stressed, however, that such effects can
be much more serious in single crystal than in po-
lycrystalline scattering studies.

In order to simplify our algebraic expressions
while preserving the essential elements of the calcu-
lation, we shall (a) neglect ab initio any contribu-
tions from the density variation e and higher-lying

components e 1 and e z, and (b) keep only terms of
order ez, eze1, and @zap. Returning to (9), we have,
therefore,

Epi ———,g'I [ e—'zazs +soap(1+c )]E

+i(ezaz+eia1)E 2I,
1

Epz = —,g[ i(6—2azs —elalc )E~i

—(&zaz+ &oao)E 21 .

(41)

Instead of (10a) the outgoing beam Jones matrix is

XEp1Epi

XEp1Ep
Jp —— E~ E TJ—— (4

P2 Pi

XEpEp
The elements of T, from (10b), (41), and (42), are

Ti 1
——e'zs —ezEos ( 1+c )(azao +azao),

~ 2 3 2T)2 ——T/3 —lE2S +lE'2E)S CA2CX]

—l E'2&0$ ( 1 +c )az ap,
2 2T14 T41 Ezs +E2E1sc(azai +azai)

2 3 ~ 2Tzi ——T31 ——l &2$ +1&2E1$ cazai'
+ i @zoos (1+c )azap,

Tzz = T33 =ezs +ezeo[s azap —( 1 +c )aza01
)Ic 2 2

2
T23 = T32 —— ezs ——ezeisc(a2ai a2al)

2
T24 —T34 — l 62S l E2E ]CA2A] l ~2~(P2+0

)fc )fc

T42 ——T43 —I 62S +EE26 $CA2A] + l +2+(PO'20

2 itC

T44 ez+ ~2~0(a2ao +a2ap)

(43)

Note that in the single crystal case T is not H«mi-
tjan. From (12), (15), (16), and (43), and following
the definition in (18), we obtain the Mueller matrix
p, for single-crystal scattering as

C =LJ, ,I= , g PI, — (44a)

with

@11——ez(s +1) +c Czp,2 2 2 4

tu iz~pzi ——E'2( 1 —s ) +s2C21 (2—c )C20

tu 13pp31 ——+c ( 1 +s )Sz, —s(2+c )Szo

p, 4,p4, ——2ezs(s +1)—c(l+s )Czi+sc Czp &

2 2 2 2

4 49zz =&zc +c Czo ~

(44b)
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p23, p32=+C(1+S )S21 SC S20,

p24, p42 ——2e2sc +c(1+s )C21
2 2 —2

+s(2+c )C20, .

p33= —2C C20

p34pp43 —$2S21+2S2p r

p44=4&2$ —2C C2p
2 2 2

C21 ——2E2eicos($2 —$1),
S21 ——2e2ei sin($2 —itji ),
C2p =2&2/3E'2epcos(lP2 40)

S21 ——2&2/3e2ep»n(42 40) ~

(44c)

—2C2p

—2S20
2—4@2

2—2C20 —2S20 4e2

0 2C20

0 0 2S2p
2—2S20 4e2

(45)

For the 0 (100) leflection, C2p=S2p=0, and only
the elements

P1 & =P44 = —F14

are nonzero. [Remember that the terms of 0(E 2)

We now consider some specific crystallographic
structures. Recently, Onusseit and Stegemeyer""
and Marcus ' ' found that in BPII single crystals
can be grown in the form of large square platelets
and also that the primary Bragg reflection is ob-
served normal to the platelets by backscattering. On
morphological grounds Marcus' ' has argued that
the platelet edges are parallel to (100) crystallo-
graphic directions and that the BPII structure is sc.
This conclusion is supported by the work of Flack
and Crooker, ' ' who could not detect the third
Bragg reflection in the phase they called BPIIA, but
which has since been argued" to be BPII. This
particular reflection can be due only to ep in sc
structures' ' ""'and will be, at best, extremely weak
for a polycrystalline specimen. If it is therefore ac-
cepted that BPII is sc, it follows that this phase
should be assigned to either the 0 or T' space
group. One way' ' " '"' of distinguishing between
these two possibilities (see Table I) is to note that for
the p™ry(100) reflection an ep component is for
bidden in the case of 0, but allowed in the case of
T'. For a backscattering configuration, (44) becomes

which appeared in (25) are here neglected. ] For T1,
on the other hand, additional elements of p can be
nonzero. For this case, the phases |i'2 and $0 are ei-
ther 0 or m for all (100), thus the effect of ep&0
will be reflected in the elements

P 12 P21 P24

= —IT42 =
The ratio

I P12/Pl 1 I

=
I
C20/2e2

I

= ( —, ) '~'ep/e2, (46)

should be observable even if ep is only a few percent
Of E2'

While detecting an ep&0 contribution to p would
eliminate 0, a null result cannot, as noted previous-
ly, be regarded as definite. One should also search
for an ep contribution to the second Bragg peak
which, for an sc structure, would be the (110) reflec-
tion. To observe it in a backscattering configura-
tion, it is necessary to orient the incident beam at a
m. /4 angle to the platelet normal, and also perpen-
dicular to one of the platelet edges. Again, all $2
aild tl('0 are either 0 or m. for both sc space groups.
Thus the appropriate Mueller matrix is (45) with
S2p =0. Finding (see Table I) ep(o = 1)=0 and
ep(cr =2)&0 would provide strong support for an 0
structure assignment while finding both ep(o =1),
ep(o. =2)&0 would point to a T' structure. Of
course, it would also be useful to confirm that BPII
is sc by searching for the weak third reflection. In
backscattering, a (111) reflection should be searched
for by orienting the incident beam along a [111]
crystallographic direction. For an sc lattice, the ap-
propriate Mueller matrix is (25), with only ep&0.
For all bcc lattices there will be, on the other hand,
the strong e2 contributions appearing in (45).

We now consider BPI. Oriented BPI platelets
have been obtained by first creating platelets in BPII
and then lowering the temperature. ' ""' These
platelets are apparently not single crystals, but rath-
er sets of strongly oriented polycrystals. Since, how-
ever, each set satisfies the Bragg condition separate-
ly, we can regard these platelets as being essentially
single crystals. Based on morphological considera-
tions and his observation of the primary Bragg re-
flection in backscattering along a direction perpen-
dicular to the plane of the platelet, Marcus ' 1 has
argued that BPI is bcc with a [110]crystallographic
direction along the platelet noiiual. The possible
bcc space group assignments are 08, its subgroup
T, and T . Landau theory calculations' '"' indicate
that the latter is relatively unlikely. Note that the
results of Flack and Crooker' ' and also those of
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Meiboom and Sammon definitely eliminate any sc
group assignment as well (at least for the materials
studied by them) as well as the other possible bcc
space group, 0 (I432).

While one cannot distinguish between T and T
by Mueller matrix studies, ' ' " '"' it is possible in
principle to deteiiaine whether the structure belongs
to one of these groups or to 0 . The best way of do-
ing this is to utilize the structure factor
infoririation' ~d" '"' for the two Bragg peaks, (110)
and (200). From Table I, it is clear that we should
search for a ei(2) component in the first Bragg peak
and an ep(4) component in the second. Their pres-
ence would rule out an 0 structure assignment and
vice versa for T or T . The search for an e2(2)
contribution is, however, complicated by the pres-
ence of an E'p(2) component for all structures. Also,
as noted earlier, ei contributions cannot be detected

in a backscattering configuration and, for each such
contribution, either C2i or S2i (but not both) will be
identically zero.

III. THE MUELLER MATRIX FORMALISM;
SCATTERING IN THE ISOTROPIC PHASE

A. Thermal fluctuations

In the disordered or isotropic phase, the average
value of all q&0 components of e,z is, of course,
zero. Owing, however, to thermal fluctuations, the
squares of these quantities are nonvanishing and, to
lowest order, can be simply calculated using the
equipartition theorem.

For cholesteric systems, the average free-energy
density is given by

2 2 2F= V dr [ —,(aej+cietj t+c2etj'letj t 2de&~e+EJ+—t) —Pe'&ejtEt;+p(EJ )')' (47)

EJ ( r ) = g eij (Q)exp(iQ. r )

Q

(48)

Substituting (48) into the quadratic part of (47) and
using (2b), we obtain

F2 ———, g Ia —mdg+[ci+ —,c2(4—m )]Q I

Q, m

Xe' (Q) .

From the equipartition theorem, we have

where, as usual, a is proportional to a reduced tem-
perature, ci, c2, d, P, and y are regarded as
temperature-independent parameters,

Eti t —=Beij '/Bxt

and we sum on repeated indices. From thermo-
dynamic considerations it is necessary that c i and y

2
be positive and that ' '"' ci + —,c2 ~ 0.

We restrict ourselves here to the harmonic approx
imation, in which the fluctuation-induced contribu-
tions to the free energy are given by the quadratic
(order e ) terms in (47). However, it should be noted
that contributions from the higher-order terms may
be important close to the clearing point. ' 's' We
again expand e,j( r;co) in Fourier components, replac-
ing

q(hi„+ki +li, )

in (2) by Q and noting that now the multiplicity N is
1. We then have

&ee &=0,
and that

Q(g)e( —Q'))=5--.k TV 'X (Q) .

(50b)

(50c)

The exact forin of the function Xp(g) is not of in-
terest.

B. The quasielastic scattering matrix

The Mueller matrix describing quasielastic
scattering in the disordered phase can be obtained by
appropriate modifications of the results given in Sec.
II B for the case of an ordered polycrystalline speci-
men. The necessary changes in (16)—(18) are (a) the
replacing of e~ and e by their thermodynamic
averages, as given in (50), and (b) the calculation of
the prefactor g for the disordered phase. This pre-
factor can, as before, be obtained by comparison
with the Debye-Scherrer expression (20), where it is
now understood that N, is the number of diffracting
planes scattering the incident beam into the angle
between 20 and 2(8+d8) is given by

kg T/V='-'e e 1 2 2a —mDQ+[ci+ —,c2(4—m )]Q

(50a)

where kz is Boltzmann's constant and T is the tem-
perature. The brackets denote a thermodynamic
average. In addition, we note that
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N = [V/(2~)']4nQ. 'dQ; (51a)

N=16rrVs c/X )d(28) .

Instead of (22), we have

V2Q~) =(n A/m, )(e ./mc ) (
~

F
~

)

(51b)

(52)

Using dl=r dP, we obtain, from (20), (Slb), and
(52),

p, the density of unit cells, is simply p= 1/V; i.e., we
regard the entire specimen as a single unit cell;

~

F
~

in (20) is replaced by its thermodynamic aver-
age (

~

F
~

). Using Bragg's law, Q=41rs/A, , (51a)
becomes

dy/d(28)dy =r[(e)—e4) —(@1+C'4)]

1 rr V
4 42lp14IIp

n A,

s(s +1)
2n 4X4

(@+2)=k+TV '(a+2dQ+c)Q ) (56)

X [(e2) —(e', ) ]Ip (55)

where Ip is the (equal) intensity of the incident cir-
cularly polarized beams, and p(4 is taken from (17b)
with the changes previously noted. From (S0a) we
have

dI'/d (28)dg=r@1

=I, ( V /2 'A, )( ')(1+ ) .

Comparing (53) and (19) (with g now replaced by gd
for the disordered phase) we obtain

g~=m. V /rn A, (54)

Equations (17b) (with E, e replaced by their ther-
modynamic averages), {18) {with g replaced by gd),
and (54) are the central results for scattering in the
disordered phase.

A particularly interesting quantity to evaluate in
the isotropic phase is the difference between the
amount of light scattered by left- and right-
circularly polarized incident radiation. This quanti-

ty has been measured by Meiboom and Sammon~( '

in amorphous BPIII, where the strongly selective
nature of the scattering is the most prominent
feature. The simplest possible explanation of this
behavior would be to ascribe it to enhanced scatter-
ing, which is expected in the isotropic phase as the
clearing point is approached from above. This
would, of course, imply that BPIII is not a distinct
thermodynamic phase, but rather a subregion of the
isotropic one.

We thus wish to calculate

Using Brag g's law Q =4~s /A, and the reduced
13(g), 13(h)

Qc ——d/c1 ——4m. /k, c, , t =(3y—/P )a,
—.CR =(3r/&')c(

g=A, , /A. , K=QCgg,

(56) becomes

&~2+, ) =k, TV-'(127/p')(t+2~K's+~'K's')-'.

(57)

(56')

Note that the reduced temperature

t =(Tic —Tp)/(Tg —Tp)=b Tlc/STD

where TIC and T~ are the isotropic-cholesteric and
racemic-mixture transition temperatures, respective-
ly, and Tp is extrapolated from the disordered phase
transition temperature for the racemic mixture. '3'"'
Substituting (56') into (S5) and integrating over all
scattering angles 0 & 28 & m. , 0 & P & 2m gives

f/Ip (96mgK ——@kg TV. /n A"P ),
v(1+v)

X
(t +7/ K U) —4'g K U

with v =s . Carrying out the integration gives

p/Ip = (6m.yk~ TV/n A.cgz/3 )f(rj, v. = t /K )'

f(q, r) =q+ [(4—2r+ q') /2q]in[(r+ 2q+ q')(r —2q+ ri') /r']

+ I [r' —r(8+ rI') +2(4+ q') ]/2g(r —I ) '~'I
I tan —'[(r—2+ rl') /2(r —1)'~']

—tan '[(r—2) /2(r —1)'~ ] J .

(59)

A convenient way of eliminating the various param-
eters appearing in (59) is to relate g/Ip to the mag-
nitude of the step observed in the transmitted light
intensity in the cholesteric helicoidal phase at

Considering only the dominant e2 contribu-

I

tion, we use (32b) with A, =A,c and N =2. For ez, we
take the intensity immediately below the isotropic-
cholesteric transition (i.e., we ignore the narrow tem-
perature interval occupied by blue phases) and relate
it to the latent heat (in energy/volume K) associated
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with this transition by using the Landau-theory
result' '"' 2.0—

(60)

Since
l.5

~Ttc/Ttc «1
we have

(Ba/BT)r r —a!ATtc (P /1——2y)t/KTtc

M )p
GJ
tl

=(P /12y)/b, Tg, (61)

and, from (32b), we obtain

b@r(A, =Ac))/I)

3m [2+(1+ 3
a )'~ ]yVLb T~

n'acr, cP'

Setting T= Ttc in (59), we finally have

R= 4/~o

h@r(Ac) )/I,
2(kg Ttc)(Ttc/b, Tg )

m.[2+(1+ , a. )'~ )LA—,cg„

(62)

0.5—

.5 ~.0 2.Q
FIG. 3. Wavelength dependence of the difference in

scattering intensity between right- and left-handed circu-
larly polarized light, for quasielastic scattering in the iso-
tropic phase just above the clearing point.

proached and that alternate possibilities must there-
fore be explored.

Finally, in Fig. 3, we illustrate the wavelength (A, )
dependence of f/Ir„again taking a=0.82. Clearly,
the quasielastic scattering in the isotropic phase im-
mediately above the clearing point increases as A, /A, c
decreases below unity. However, experimental
results ' ' for BPIII show a stronger temperature
dependence than that in Fig. 3, again indicating that
the anomalous scattering observed in this phase can-
not be ascribed to simple fluctuations in the disor-
dered phase. We shall return to this point in the fi-
nal section.

~f(ri=A, , /A, ;r=ttc/x. ), (63)

with'""'

ttc= —,[1+~ +(1+—,a ) ],
for x & 3, which is the region of interest.

A numerical estimate of R can be obtained as fol-
lows. We consider isotropic phase scattering in CN
at a wavelength (in the material) of A, =A,, =230 nm.
A reasonable value for the racemic mixture correla-
tion length gz is 15 nm, which gives

v=g, gg
——4mfg /A, , =0.82 .

Theoretical phase diagrams' '"' indicate that blue
phases are observed for ~)0.7, so this is a reason-
able value. For the other quantities appearing in
(63) we take experimental values, Ttc ——365 K,
b, Tz ——0.5 K, and L = 1 J/cm —K. Substituting
into (63), we obtain

R =5.2X10—',
i.e., a —,% effect. Since the experimentally
observed ' ' BPIII selective scattering is 1—2 orders
of magnitude greater than this, it is clear that it can
not be ascribed to Ornstein Zernike type -fluctua-
tions in the t'sotropic phase as the clearing point is ap

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented a detailed descrip-
tion of elastic light scattering in cholesteric liquid-
crystal systems. Our analysis was carried out within
the framework of the Landau theory of phase transi-
tions in cholesterics, which had been given
elsewhere. ' '"~ Stressed particularly was the impor-
tance of analyzing the polarization characteristics of
scattered light in cholesteric systems for arbitrarily
polarized incident radiation, and how such measure-
ments are related to the structural properties of
cholesteric blue phases.

Our analysis utilized the Mueller matrix forraal-
ism, in which the scattering properties of the medi-
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um are described by a 4X4 matrix which relates the
1 X 4 Stokes vectors of the scattered and incident
beams. For the ordered blue phases, we first con-
sidered the case of scattering by a polycrystalline
specimen (Debye-Scherrer —type configuration) in
the Born approximation. The calculated Mueller
matrix was compared with the experimental results
of Flack et al. ' ' The agreement was quite good,
particularly when the effect of optical activity was
taken into account. Considering only the contribu-
tion of the dominant Fourier component of the or-
der parameter to the theoretical Mueller matrix, the
calculated results were within a few percent of the
experimental intensity ratios. This, of course, indi-
cates that higher-order contributions, which are im-
portant for understanding the detailed structure of
the blue phase, may be difficult to detect with high
accuracy in this particular configuration. For this
reason, we also presented an analysis of scattering by
a single-crystal specimen and showed that in this
case the effect of higher-order terms is significantly
greater. However, in practice elastic scattering mea-
surements on single crystals present difficulties, due
to extinctions and similar effects and considerable
care must be taken.

We also compare (see Fig. 2) our theoretical re-
sults with the transmission versus wavelength mea-
surements of Meiboom and Sammon ' ' on BPI. By
fitting the first three Bragg magnitudes to the exper-
imental data, we showed that the theoretical expres-
sion describes the measured intensity satisfactorily
over the entire wavelength region studied.

In Sec. III, we studied quasielastic scattering in
the isotropic phase, considering only quadratic (har-
monic) fluctuations of the order parameter. Once
again the Mueller matrix approached was used so as
to obtain results for arbitrary polarization of the in-
cident radiation. One of our objectives was to deter-
mine whether the strong anomalous scattering asso-
ciated with BPIII [Ref. 2(b)] could be attributed to
harrlionic fluctuations of the order parameter in the
vicinity of the clearing point. We find that this is
probably not so since the observed BPIII scattering
is 1—2 orders of magnitude greater than the theoret-
ical estimate. In addition, the observed temperature
dependence is much stronger than that calculated in
the harmonic approximation. We therefore con-
clude that it is necessary to consider in greater detail
two alternative explanations. (I) BPIII may in fact

be a distinct thermodynamic phase which, however,
is not characterized by periodic orientational order
(i.e., it has the characteristics of a "glassy" state).
One possibility for such a phase, the condensation of
a collection of disordered, randomly oriented rodlike
entities, has been previously suggested elsewhere. ' (s'

(2) Alternately, the harmonic approximation em-

ployed in Sec. III might be inadequate near the
clearing point. In principle, there exist low-lying lo-
calized excitations in the disordered phase' 's' and
these could result in enhanced light scattering hav-

ing the characteristics observed in BPIII. In the
latter case, BPIII would, of course, not be a distinct
thermodynamic phase.

One possible way of distinguishing between these
two possibilities is by inelastic-light-scattering stud-
ies. Utilizing such techniques, one can measure the
lifetime of the light scatterers in BPIII. By compar-
ing the results obtained with those of similar mea-
surements on BPI and BPII it should be possible to
determine whether the BPIII phase scatterers have a
static or dynamic character. The former would in-
dicate that BPIII is indeed a glassylike state while
the latter would tend to confirm that localized exci-
tations are responsible for the observed anomalous
behavior.

Finally, we mention one additional experimental
possibility for studying blue phases with long-range
order. By using a coherent light source and holo-
graphic techniques one can, in principle, measure
the relative phases as well as the amplitudes of the
Bragg peaks. As we have noted, these phases are
directly related to possible structure assignments and
thus such measurements could provide a unique
means of determining the structures of cholesteric
blue phases.
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